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INTRODUCTION 
The rare earth metals, particularly Tb and Dy, are found to strain 
considerably in the ferromagnetic state. This distortion is roughly two 
orders of magnitude larger than that induced in transition metal ferro-
magnets. Straining causes changes in the crystalline field and in the 
crystal potential as seen by the conduction electrons. These in turn cause 
changes in the magnetic anisotropy and exchange coupling experienced by 
the spin system. For a particular ordered configuration of the spins, 
the crystal tends to distort so as to minimize the free energy. Magneti­
cally induced strain is called magnetostriction, and the coupling between 
spins and strains is called the magnetoelastic interaction. 
The magnetoelastic interaction plays an important role in determining 
the order of the magnetic ground state of Dy metal. It is also responsible 
for other ground state phenomena, such as anomalous thermal expansion, 
and changes in the elastic constants when magnetic ordering occurs. The 
interaction also has a profound effect on the elementary excitations of 
the spin and lattice systems. 
Two adhoc models have been proposed for the way in which ferromagnetic 
spin waves of Tb and Dy metals are influenced by magnetostriction. One 
presupposes that for long wavelength excitations of the spin system the 
macroscopic strain can follow at each instant of time the motion of the 
nearly uniform spin oscillations; it is termed the "free lattice" model. 
The other presupposes that such strains cannot follow the spin oscilla­
tions at all and that the spins vibrate against the strain field produced 
by the ground state ferromagnet; it is termed the "frozen lattice" model. 
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The calculated field dependence of the long wavelength energy gap in 
the magnon spectrum of ferromagnetic Tb and Dy is strikingly different for 
the two model So For the free lattice model, the gap can be reduced to 
zero by an application of a magnetic field of suitable size along the hard 
planar axis; for the frozen lattice model, the gap is reduced to a minimum 
value which is roughly proportional to the square root of the magneto-
elastic interaction. The two models have been tested experimentally using 
neutron diffraction and microwave absorption techniques. The neutron 
diffraction work and high frequency FMR substantiate the frozen lattice 
model; whereas, the low frequency microwave work can only be explained on 
the basis of a free lattice model. 
It is the main purpose of this work to calculate the magnetoelastic 
contribution to the magnon spectrum, beginning from first principles, with 
a realistic microscopic picture of the magnetoelastic coupling. It is 
shown that the magnon states vary smoothly from free to frozen lattice 
behavior depending upon the wavelength of the excitation. By looking 
carefully into the way in which the neutrons and microwaves excite the 
magnetic system, a consistent explanation of all experimental results is 
attai ned. 
As a further application of the microscopic model of the magneto-
elastic coupling, a calculation of magnon-phonon mixing is made. The re­
sults are compared with spectrum splittings observed in Tb metal. The 
mixing of acoustical or optical excitations is well explained by the 
theory; but the theory does not account for the mixing of unlike modes 
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(e.g«, acoustical magnons with optical phonons). An alternate mechanism 
which may cause this mixing is given in the Appendix. 
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SURVEY OF PAST RESEARCH ON RARE EARTH MAGNETISM 
Early studies of the magnetic properties of solids were made on the 
transition metals of the iron group as they exhibit strong ferromagnetism 
at room temperature. The microscopic model of such metals, however, is 
quite complicated because the wave functions of the 3d electrons which are 
responsible for magnetism are neither completely localized on atomic sites 
nor are they well described by Bloch waves. Rare earth metals, on the 
other hand, can be treated as Heisenberg ferromagnets to a first approxi­
mation. This fact has motivated extensive experimental investigation of 
these metals, despite their typically low ordering temperatures. 
A good model for rare earth metals consists of a lattice of tri-
positive ions immersed in a sea of 6s and 5d conduction electrons. The 
tri-positive ions have an unfil led 4f shell which gives rise to a net 
magnetic moment localized on the ions. The magnetic moments approximate 
closely the free ion value predicted by Hund's rule. This is due to the 
fact that 4f wavefunctions on neighboring ion sites do not overlap because 
the 4f electrons are buried deep in the atomic core and are shielded from 
neighboring ions by f i l led 5s and 5p shells. Since there is negligible 4f 
overlap between ions, direct exchange coupling of the local moments is 
insignificant. Rather, ordered states are produced by an indirect exchange 
process. The 4f electrons couple to the conduction electrons by Coulombic 
exchange. Treating this exchange interaction as a pertubation, a 
Heisenberg exchange interaction between local moments is obtained in 
second order. 
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An improvement on this basic model of rare earth magnetism takes 
account of the magnetic anisotropy experienced by the local moments. Such 
anisotropy arises from the interaction of the moments with the crystalline 
electric field, or with local strain fields. The latter type of coupling 
is called the magnetoelastic interaction, and the bulk of this treatise 
will be concerned with its description and consequences. 
The heavy rare earths (i.e., those whose 4f shell is half or more than 
half full) possess the hexagonal close-pack structure. Although the hep 
structure is not simple, it is far simpler than symmetries exhibited by 
the light rare earths. Also, a comparison of magnetic behavior among the 
heavy rare earths is facilitated by the fact that they have the same 
lattice point group symmetry. These facts have made them the primary 
object of investigation. An intensive study of the ground state magnetic 
structure of the heavy rare earths was made in I96I by the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory by neutron diffraction methods in which spiral, cone, 
as well as other exotic spin structures were discovered (I). 
Tb and Dy were found to have a particularly simple planar spiral 
periodicity along the hexagonal axis. The ionic moments, confined to the 
basal plane by strong axial crystal field anisotropy, are aligned ferro-
magnetically within a given hexagonal plane. The direction of planar 
alignment rotates as a function of position along the hexagonal axis pro­
ducing a spiral structure. In addition to the simplicity of the periodic 
order, these metals exhibit a transition to simple ferromagnetism which 
make them very useful in the study of the mechanisms which stabilize a 
particular spin structure. 
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Periodic magnetic structures arise because the indirect exchange 
coupling J.j between spins S. and S. is a long-range, oscil latory function 
of the spin separation (2). The stable spin configuration is that which 
minimizes the free energy. In temperature regions where the exchange 
energy is the dominant term in the free energy, i t  may be shown (3) that 
the energy of a magnetic structure with periodicity q is proportional to 
-^(q), the generalized susceptibil ity. The quantity y(^) represents the 
l inear response of the conduction electrons to the effective magnetic 
f ield of the ionic moments, and can be expressed in terms of the con­
duction electron energy bands, in a Bravais lattice as follows (4) :  
^]<n + q + Ct' n' ^ 
^ ^,n,n'^ + q + G' n> -  ^ T?n ^ 
where n and n' are band indices, T< is the reduced wavevector of the 
electrons, 5' is a reciprocal lattice vector necessary to put T< + q into 
the f irst Bril l ioun zone, f^^ are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions, 
and N Is the number of atoms in the lattice. Realistic band calculations 
have been performed on the heavy rare earths, and wavevectors which maxi­
mize the generalized susceptabi11ty are shown to correspond to the wave-
vectors of the observed ground state magnetic order in Gd, Dy, Er, and 
Lu (5). 
Enz (6) originally proposed an explanation of the spiral to ferro­
magnetic order transition observed in Dy at 87 K on the basis of an energy 
ba lance  be tween  the  to ta i  exchange  energy  wh ich  f avors  a  bp i ra i  sp in  
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structure and other mechanisms which favor ferromagnetism» Such mechanisms 
are the rather small planar anistropy in Dy and Tb (7) which favors align­
ment of moments along a preferred or "easy" axis in the basal plane, and 
the magnetoelastic interaction which also favors ferromagnetism. The 
transition should then occur at a temperature where the competing energies 
are equal. The temperature dependence of the planar anisotropy and of the 
magnetoelastic energy was f irst predicted theoretically (8,9) and subse­
quently measured (7, 10, 11). Analysis of these results shows clearly that 
i t is the magnetoelastic energy which competes effectively with the ex­
change interaction in Dy in the region of the Curie temperature, and which 
precipitates the transition to ferromagnetism (5)« 
Thus, from a decade of experimental and theoretical effort, a rather 
clear picture of the ground state magnetism of the heavy rare earths has 
emerged. The next logical step was to study the excited states (spin 
waves) of these ordered systems. A spin wave excitation is just a natural 
mode of vibration of the spin system about i ts equilibrium configuration. 
The term "magnorf' denotes a quantum of the spin wave f ield. 
Cooper, Ell iott, Nettel, and Suhl (12) derived the spectrum, E (q), 
of ferromagnetic magnons using a model in which the spins were coupled by 
exchange, and interacted individually with the crystal f ield and an ex­
ternal 1y applied magnetic f ield, fl. For Tb and Dy metals with H applied 
in the "hard" planar direction, they predicted that the exchange inter­
action was responsible for the dispersion of E, and that a magnetic 
anisotropy of crystal f ield origin gave rise to a gap at zero wavevector 
which could be reduced to zero upon application of a magnetic f ield of 
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appropriate strength. 
The theory of Cooper e_t al. neglects any effects of the magnetoelas-
tic interaction which was found to be so important in the understanding 
of ground state magnetic ordering. If one assumes a "free lattice" model 
for the spin-strain coupling, neglect of the lowest order magnetoelastic 
terms (i.e., those terms quadratic in the components of magnetic moment) 
is justifiable. Such terms are invariant to a rotation of the magneti­
zation in the basal plane. In Tb and Dy the spin oscillations are confined 
to this plane by strong axial anisotropy. Therefore, in the event that 
the macroscopic strain field can adjust freely to the spin motion (i.e., 
free lattice model), no magnetoelastic energy arising from lowest order 
coupling is spent to excite the spin system. Cooper (13) later calculated 
the effects of second order magnetoelastic terms in the free lattice 
model (i.e., terms of fourth power in the components of magnetization and 
possessing hexagonal symmetry). He again found that magnetic anisotropy 
gave rise to a zero field gap which could be reduced to zero by the 
application of an appropriate magnetic field. In this case, however, the 
magnetic anisotropy in the basal plane arose from a combination of crystal 
field and second order magnetoelastic effects. 
In 1966 Turov and Shavrov (14) predicted that a large contribution 
to the magnon gap was possible from the lowest order magnetoelastic 
coupling terms under the assumption of a "frozen lattice." A frozen 
lattice is one which cannot respond at all to the spin oscillations in an 
scata. îr. this ease, the cp;-: vibrcte 352: rst the «acroscopîr 
strain field produced by the ground state ferromagnet:sm, creating 
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magnetoelas t ic energy, and giving rise to a gap of magnetoelastic origin. 
Cooper (13) calculated the magnon spectrum under the assumption of 
such a frozen lattice, and applied the results to Tb and Dy. He found 
that the magnetoelastic interaction made a sizable contribution to the gap. 
He calculated the behavior of the gap in an applied field, and found that 
the gap could not be reduced to zero by application of a f ield in the hard 
planar direction. Instead, the gap dips to a minimum value which is 
roughly proportional to the square root of the magnetoelas t ic energy. 
Thus, Cooper's calculations predicted a radical difference in the applied 
f ield behavior of the magnon gap between the frozen and the free lattice 
models. 
Much experimental interest was created by the theoretical speculations 
and calculations, and numerous microwave ferromagnetic resonance studies 
were performed on Tb and Dy to ascertain whether the frozen or free lattice 
model was correct. One method was to measure the temperature dependence 
of the gap in zero f ield, since the temperature dependence of the crystal 
anisotropy and magnetoelastic terms are well known. This was done by 
Marsh and Sievers (15) who found that both the free and frozen lattice 
models f i t their data well, although the frozen lattice model f i ts 
siightly better. 
A measurement of the applied field behavior of the gap is a,much more 
conclusive test of the proposed models. Such measurements on Tb and Dy 
metals were performed by Bagguley and Liesegang (16), Rossol (17,18), Wagner 
and Stanford (19,20) and Hart and Stanford (2i) using ferromagnetic resonance 
techniques. A variable dc f ield is applied in the hard planar direction 
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and a fixed microwave frequency photon beam is incident normal to the 
surface of the metal. As the applied field is increased, the uniform 
mode spin wave dips and then increases. Strong coupling of the photons 
to the spin waves occurs when the frequencies are equal. Microwave 
energies far below the zero f ield spin wave gap are used so that i f E(0) 
dips to zero, and the free lattice model is valitf," then strong on-resonance 
absorption of the photons should occur at some f ield; whereas, i f  the gap 
cannot be reduced to the very low microwave energies, and the frozen 
lattice model is valid, one should see only broad off-resonance absorption 
over a considerable range of the applied f ield. This off-resonance ab­
sorption is possible only because the magnon spectrum is broadened allow­
ing spin waves in the tail of the energy distribution to couple to the 
microwaves. 
Bagguley and Liesegang measure strong absorption of 1.8 K and 0.45 K 
microwaves in Tb and Dy. The absorption is characterized by a sharp in­
crease which might be expected in the case of on-resonance absorption, 
followed by a long tail spanning many kilo-Oersteds of f ield. The tail is 
characteristic of broad off-resonance absorption. Rossol did a very de­
tailed investigation of Dy with 1.8 K microwaves. Wagner studied both Tb 
and Dy using 0.4-5 K and 4.5 K radiation. The observations of these workers 
agreed essentially with those of Bagguley and Liesegang. The observation 
of strong and sudden absorption of 0.45 K and 1.8 K photons cannot be 
understood using a frozen lattice model which implies only off-resonance 
absorption at these loiv driving frequencies. The profile of such ab­
sorption would be very broad and f lat with no sudden change in slope. 
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quite unlike the observed profiles (16,17,20,21), Thus, low frequency 
FMR results seem to argue against the applicabil ity of a frozen lattice. 
Other microwave experiments (19) at higher frequencies (4.5 K) show a 
temperature dependence of the resonance f ield in agreement with the frozen 
lattice model. At these higher frequencies, on-resonance absorption is 
possible even i f the lattice is frozen. 
Recently, Mackintosh (22) in a neutron diffraction study of the 
magnon gap of Tb in an applied f ield obtains excellent agreement with the 
predictions of the frozen lattice model. He not only reports that the 
energy gap could not be reduced to zero upon application of a strong field 
in the hard planar direction of ferromagnetic Tb, but also that the f ield 
dependence of the gap agrees with the frozen lattice theory over a large 
temperature range. 
Thus, one is confronted with experimental observations which appear 
to be contradictory. Neutron diffraction results clearly conclude that 
the lattice is frozen. High frequency resonance absorption also indicates 
a frozen lattice; but low frequency resonance absorption cannot be ex­
plained unless the lattice is free. It is unreasonable to believe that a 
crystal can respond totally to a frequency of 40 GHz (1.8 K), but not at 
all to a frequency twice as great. 
in this work the spin-wave spectrum is studied, assuming that spins 
are coupled locally to their strain environments. Thus, no a priori 
assumption is made as to whether the macroscopic strains are free or 
frnzAn. Thp. rAsulfînn cnftrtriim i  «; shnwn fn uarv continously from free 
to frozen lattice behavior depending on the wavevector of the magnon. A 
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A consistent understanding of all existing spin-wave data can be 
attained by considering in detail the spin disturbance created in a 
particular experiment, and to what extent the various magnon states are 
populated. 
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THE MAGNETOELASTIC INTERACTION 
Spin-lattice coupling arises because the magnetic interactions are 
sensitive to the ionic positions, and so are modulated by distortions of 
the crystal. For a given ordered spin state the energy difference between 
the strained and unstrained lattice is called the magnetoelastic energy. 
A net strain (magnetostriction) wil l always result i f the magnetic system 
is ordered. Since the spin-lattice coupling mechanisms are varied and 
complex, a phenomenological approach is used in which the general form of 
the interaction is written down with coupling coefficients to be determined 
experimentally. 
Callen and Callen (9) imposed symmetry and simplicity conditions on 
the form of such an interaction. They required i t to be l inear in the 
strain components since the magnetostriction is quite small compared to 
crystal dimensions. Since terms l inear in the spin components would not 
be time reversal invariant, they coupled the strain components to spin 
functions quadratic in the spin components. Since the Hamiltonian must be 
invariant under operations of the crystal point group, l inear combinations 
of the Cartesian components of spin and strain are taken in order to form 
basis functions of the irreducible representations of the crystal point 
group. Callen and Callen treat the strains as classical quantities 
and assume them to be uniform. The spin functions involve spin components 
on either one or two sites and are termed 1-ion or 2-ion spin functions, 
respectively. The 1-ion interactions describe strain modulation of the 
interaction of individual spins with their local environments (e.g., the 
]h 
crystall ine electric field or applied magnetic f ield); the 2-ion inter­
actions describe strain modulation of the interaction between spin pairs 
(eoQo, Heisenberg exchange or dipole-dipole coupling^. The phenomenologi• 
cal magnetoe1 astic Hamiltonian may then be written as a sum of 1-ion and 
2-ion terms (9): 
.rj jy H = -s 2 E Z ep (f) 
f r j j ' Î 
-s % z or,, (f.g) Z ([ j sÇj' (f,g) . 0) 
(f,g) r j j '  -U !  ' 
Here f,g are position indices, f  labels the irreducible representations of 
the crystal point group, i  specifies the basis set of the representation, 
j  and j '  are used i f more than one bases set carries the representation, 
e's are l inear combinations of uniform strain components, S(f) and S(f,g) 
are the 1-ion and 2-ion spin functions, and B(f) and D(f,g) are the 1-ion 
and 2-ion magnetoelastîc coupling coefficients. Note that other terms of 
higher degree in the spin components may be included, but they are of 
higher order than those written in Equation (1) (23,24). The total elastic 
Hamiltonian is then: 
"e = "me + 1 ? =1' 7^'" ' 
r j j '  I  
where the c's are the elastic constants. 
The coupling coefficients B and D are determined experimentally. 
15 
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Suppose —:— is the fractional change in length of the crystal measured 
o _ 
in a direction specified by direction cosines (p^y^z^' Then i f e^^are 
the equilibrium Cartesian components of strain in the presence of magnetic 
order, i t can be shown (25) that: 
= r e.. p.p. .  (3) 
to «,v " "  "  "  
The equilibrium strains are determined by minimizing the quantum 
statistical average of the total elastic Hamiltonian with respect to 
the strain components. For the case of hexagonal symmetry, substitution 
of the equilibrium strains into Equation (3) yields (9): 
=  +  * ( « :  -  i )  ^  - y )  
(el - j) + 2x? [ i «3: - c?) <^1 - gy) 4. a + 
f The Xjj i 's are called magnetostriction constants and contain the tempera­
ture independent magnetoelastic coupling coefficients B and D (l inearly), 
the elastic constants, and the temperature dependent quantum statistical 
spin averages. The vector 0(^,0!^) defines the direction of the 
magnetization and should not be confused with the ^-representations of the 
hexagonal point group. The irreducible representations of the hexagonal 
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group, their dimensions, and their basis functions are summarized in 
Table 1. 
Table K Irreducible representations of the hexagonal group, their 
dimensions, and their basis functions 
Irrep Dimension Basis Functions 
al 1 
2 2 2 
X + y + z 
a2 1 i  (z' -
7 2 
1 / 2  2 .  
2 (x - y ), xy 
e 2 xz, yz 
The magnetostriction constants are measured experimentally by repeated use 
of Equation (4) with different sets ^). Typically 5 is varied by 
application of an external f ield and 0) by the use of strain gauges 
affixed to the sample at different orientations relative to the crystal 
axes. The coupling coefficients can be extracted from the zero tempera­
ture l imit of the magnetostriction constants, and the temperature 
dependence of the magnetoelastic energy is contained in them. 
Callen and Callen (26) have derived an essentially model independent 
temperature and f ield renormalization for spin averages of the 1-ion type. 
If one lets denote the degree of the spin operator to be averaged, then 
L# # o  L # w L* avci oyc ac i  cii ivu * # *  u  i i  cw ac A.WI'W UW4u 
A ^ 
perature and f ield is equal to I J (x) where I  J (x) is the ratio of the 
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hyperbolic Bessel function of order -L + ^ to that of order and x is 
the inverse Langevin function of the reduced magnetization a* That is, 
<7 (T, H) = coth X - 1/x. Experimentally, in Tb and Dy the behavior of the 
magnetostriction constants are predicted well by the 1-ion temperature 
CC (X 
theory with the exception of and Xg] which are quite small (27). The 
temperature dependence of 2-ion averages has been worked out using a two-
spin cluster theory with nearest and next-nearest neighbor exchange (28). 
This theory applies well to europium chalcogenides (e.g. EuO and EuS) in 
which the exchange coupling is short ranged, but is not applicable to 
rare earth ferromagnets in which the exchange is long ranged. In appli­
cations with Tb and Dy below, i t is assumed that the magnetoelastic energy 
is described well by the 1-ion temperature theory. 
The formalism of Callen and Callen, successful as It was in treating 
the thermally averaged aspects of magnetoelastic coupling in ferromagnets, 
is not sufficiently general to describe such coupling in antiferromagnets 
where the magnetostriction is non-uniform. In the description of dynamic 
spin-lattice coupling their formalism is also totally inadequate because 
it treats the strains as classical and specially uniform, and therefore 
precludes a calculation of the magnon-phonon mixing. 
Evenson and Liu (5) generalized the formalism of Callen and Callen 
by coupling the local spin functions to local strain functions. The 
Cartesian components of these local strains are defined as follows: 
«XX - Xg)(*f -
«XV (f '9) ° 2 '  Xg)(Yf " Cf " *g''"f " "g"' '5) 
, 18 
and similarly for the other 2-ion Cartesian components. Here = 
Z^) is the position vector of the f— ion in the unstrained 
crystal; = (x^y^z^) is the displacement of the f^ ion from its 
unstrained position. In applications to Dy and Tb, the z-ax;-s of the 
Cartesian coordinates is taken along the crystal c-axis, and the x-axis 
is taken along the easy planar direction. The 1-ion strains are defined 
simply by contraction on one of the position indices: &(f) = zp(f,g). 
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The strain functions are defined according to conditions of symmetry and 
simplicity. They are chosen to be l inear in the components of displace­
ment, symmetric under interchange of site labels, and to form a 3 x 3 
symmetric matrix. 
The local magnetoelastic interaction is then represented by the 
following Hamiltonian: 
H = -S 2 S (f) s Pp (f) Sp'' (f) 
f r j j '  J-" i  ' 
-s Z Z , (f,g) 2 ep (f,g) Sp*'(f,g) .  (6) 
(f,9) r j j '  J-" Î '  
This Hamiltonian allows for the coupling of spins to the local distortions 
of the crystal. It reduces to the Hamiltonian of Call en and Cal I  en when 
the spins are ferromagnetically aligned; and such a reduction establishes 
the relation between the coupling coefficient of the two theories (5). 
Evenson and Liu used the local magnetoelastic coupling theory to 
compute the way in which a lattice distorts in the presence of a helical 
spin structure. They found that the bulk of the lattice remains unstrained 
19 
and that local, periodic distortion of the lattice persists only within 
a surface layer of the crystal. This effect is termed "lattice clamping" 
and was f irst recognized by Cooper (29). The thickness of the surface 
layer in which local lattice distortion is possible is proportional to 
the spacial periodicity of the spin alignment. The clamping effect was 
experimentally verif ied in Dy which shows an orthorhombic distortion in 
the ferromagnetic phase (30), but no such distortion in the helical phase. 
I t also reduces the negative elastic free energy in the helical phase of 
Dy, making the ferromagnetic state elastically more stable, and f inally 
precipitating a transition at the Curie temperature (5)* 
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FERROMAGNETIC SPIN WAVES IN Tb AND Dy METALS 
The Long Wavelength Spectrum at Zero Temperature and Field 
The displacements r^ which appear in the local strain functions con­
sist of two parts. One gives rise to magnetostriction produced by the 
spin order; the other gives rise to normal modes of vibration about the 
strained equilibrium positions. In this section we treat the effect of 
the magnetostriction, which shifts the magnon energy spectrum. In a 
later section we treat the coupling of spin and lattice vibrational modes 
in the production of mixed mode states. In treating the effects of 
magnetostriction we init ially assume that the lattice is Infinite, and 
that the crystal is capable of responding so as to produce macroscopic 
strains that minimize the elastic energy. Later we refine the theory so 
as to account for f inite crystal dimensions and a l imited response time. 
The clamping effect described In the last section ts essential to 
understanding the way In which magnetostriction affects the spin wave 
energies. When a spin processes about i ts equilibrium position, i t tends 
to drag the lattice distortion with i t. For a spin wave of Infinite wave­
length, the lattice distortions of all unit cells move In phase, so that 
they add up to a macroscopic strain which follows the precession of the 
magnetization. Clearly, the strain configuration relative to the magneti­
zation direction Is identical at each Instant of time to that of the 
ground state ferromagnet. That is to say, i t  costs no magnetoelastic 
energy to excite the spin system, and the energy gap at zero wavevector 
Is due solely to the magnetic anlsotropy produced by the crystal f ield. 
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This situation corresponds to a free lattice model for the magnetoelastic 
coupling. In the event that a spin wave of f inite wavelength is excited, 
the periodic spin component induces only a periodic distortion at the 
surface of the crystal. For a wavelength equal to the thickness of the 
crystal, the penetration of the distortion is complete. For some shorter 
wavelength, however, the distortion is sufficiently confined to the sur­
face of the crystal so that the bulk strain is induced by the ferromagnetic 
spin component. This volume strain is essentially the same as that pro­
duced by the ground state magnetization, and is constant in time. The 
spins now oscil late about this fixed strain axis creating magnetoelastic 
free energy and giving rise to a magnetoelastic contribution to the energy 
gap. This situation corresponds to the frozen lattice model. Thus, the 
lattice behavior varies from free to frozen lattice within a very small 
range of q, where q is the wavevector of the magnons. Under the assumption 
of an infinitely large specimen, this rapid variation results in a dis­
continuity in the magnon spectrum from q = 0 to q = o\ where q = 0* is 
taken to mean the shortest f inite magnon wavevector as determined by the 
inverse dimensions of the specimen. 
This discontinuity is now calculated quantitatively for Tb and Dy 
which have the hexagonal close-packed structure (hep). Since the mag­
netostriction arises from the ferromagnetically aligned components of the 
spins, we have the following reduction of the local strains (5): 
e^(f) = 4sF ,  bL, (f) = B[.,/4a^ .  
22 
•p 
where e is the usual uniform strain tensor, a is the hep lattice param-
eter, and B is the coupling coefficient in Callen and Callen notation. 
The 1-ion part of is applied to the y, e, and «2 irreducible representa­
tions of the hep point group, and the 2-ion part is applied to aI (10),-The 
sum on g is taken over nearest neighbors only, and the coefficients B and 
r* 
D are assumed to be independent of atomic site» From the quadratic form 
of the elastic energy density and the general form of Equation (6), the 
7-terms in the strain dependent Hamiltonian are: 
^ = ^ + B^ Z 5^2^) .  
Minimizing this with respect to the strain components, we obtain : 
ff, + Sfz' Sf'2') • 
The spin functions are transformed to a coordinate system (5,17, ç) in which 
Q is along the equilibrium spin direction: 
Sfl = 2 
s ^ , = i ( s C s ^ s J s C , .  
Applying the Hoistein-Primakoff transformation in the small spin deviation 
approximation, we f ind: 
= K (2S-1 + + a,a, - Sa-^a.). 
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Now Fourier transforming the magnon operators and summing over lattice 
si tes, we obtain: 
SÎ, . . f 5 (T. - 6n,,. 
Z S^2 = -s/nS i(ag - where 
T-» = 3-»"^ a + 3-t a =* q q -q q -q '  
+ 
n-* = a-. a-M and q is the wavevector of the magnon. q q T 
In the last step we confine q to the f irst Bril louin zone. Here N is the 
number of atoms in the crystal. Then we have: 
(2S - 1 ) S (6n^ - T-») " To); (7) 
8c^ q ^ ^ 2c^ 
where we keep only second order magnon terms. In an exactly similar manner 
we obtain: 
(2ng + Tg). (8) 
In treating the «-representation ve let (6^ 6^ 6^) be the nearest neigh­
bor position vector. Then the uniform part of the local strain is: 
al  2 2 2 
^ f6 ^xx * ^y ^yy * ^zz * xy ^ ^^x^z^xz ^^y^z^yz' 
"ft, ' 4 <«yVzy + *y*z Sy + " 3 4!' '  
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Here we used the uniform strain part of the local displacement. Now we 
transform from Cartesian components to basis functions of the a repre­
sentation ; 
® f6 3 I  "73" '  
a2 ,  ^ 
:  f6 = «2 — - », i /5- • 
Here we use the notation: 
2 2 2 
«0 = S* + Gy + Gz '  
2 2 2 
^1 = °X * 5y - 26^ J, 
*2 " + hI . 
The(%2 term is of the "one-ion" type so summation over the nearest neigh­
bors using the hep geometry gives the expected reduction: 
e f  = 4a^ 
Computing the spin functions we obtain: 
Z S = NS^ - 4S Z n-f ( i - cos q ° t), f ffi - q 
Substitution of the spin and strain functions into the elastic Hamiltonian, 
summation over nearest neighbors in the two-ion Hamiltonian, and 
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minimization with respect to the strain components yield to second order 
in the boson operators: 
2 V 
where 
(=11 - i7r> ^ ^ 
X (1 - COS ), 
where c is the hep lattice parameter, and the subscripted c's refer to the 
elastic constants of the a representation. Here we have assumed q = qc, 
and wil l consider only magnon propagation in this direction throughout the 
remainder of this manuscript. The cosine dependent term is a direct conse­
quence of the two-ion nature of the al representation. It arises from 
the fully symmetric magnetoelastic term, and so contributes a term in the 
total Hamiltonian identical in form to the Heisenberg exchange term. We 
have calculated the numerical value of the term using the data of Rhyne 
and Legvold (31), and f ind that i t accounts for less than 10% of the 
maanitude of f j  - J^) deduced from the spin wave data in the region of 
small q. Here refers to the Fourier transform of the exchange energy. 
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Insufficient magnetostriction data were available on Dy metal to do a 
similar analysis, but one would expect a result similar to that of Tb. 
Thus, i t  seems safe to neglect the two-ion magnetoslastic interaction 
in the extraction of from the spin wave spectrum of these metals. 
Using the Equations (7), (8), and (9) and the results of Cooper (13) 
in treating the magnetic anisotropy terms in the spin Hamilton!an, we may 
write a partial Hamiltonian for magnons propagating along the c-axis as 
"m = % + hq 
where the sum is over wavevectors along the hexagonal axis in reciprocal 
space, and ,  _ 
\  = "(Jo - Jq) - RgS - 21 4. Aq™, 
B = -P,S + 15 p/s' + B q Z b q 
Here and Pg are the six-fold and two-fold anisotropy constants, respec­
tively. The magnetoelastic terms are: 
p 
where \ are the conventional temperature dependent magnetostriction 
constants defined by Callen and Callen (9)* The Kroneker delta is written 
The Hamiltonian H^ may be diagonal!zed by a transformation to new 
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boson operators and the energy spectrum of magnons with wavevectors 
q = qc is gi ven by : 
E(q) = [(Aq + 
Let 
, A . g q q 
In the l imit of long wavelengths we must distinguish two cases: 
1 « At q = 0, 
=  Ziilf . . VL fe tx X --^1 
+ 2NS NS NS '  112/3 
'^22 
+ ^221X21^22 • 2/3 
A_ ~ 0. 
2o At q = 0^, 
2NS " NS ^ 
(Wl 1 
+ ^22^^21 2^2 " 2/3 
' u7\2 A. = c' (\ '  ) VNS 
The 7 terms in case 2 are identically the results of Cooper's frozen 
lattice calculation (13). (Cooper's expression for B in terms of \ 
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should be multiplied by factor 2/3• ) In case is identically zero so 
that the magnetoelastic coupling has l i tt le effect on the spin wave 
spectrum except through which appears in the factor with axial aniso-
tropy. So case 1 agrees with the free lattice model which predicts 
negligible magnetoelastic perturbation of the magnon energies. 
Table 2. Energy gaps for Tb at T = 0 K and Dy at T = 78 K 
Metal E(0) E(0+) 
Tb 14.0 K 19.4 K 
Dy 6.8 K 10.2 K 
The numerical values of E(0) and E(O^) are given in Table 2 for Tb 
and Dy. In calculating these values, the data of Fisher and Dever (32) 
were used for the elastic constants, and the data of DeSavage and Clark 
(10) and Rhyne and Legvold (31) were used for the magnetostriction con­
stants of Tbo The magnetostriction constants of Dy were taken from the 
data of Clark e^ aj^. (11). The free lattice gap is smaller than the 
frozen lattice gap as expected, and the discontinuity is quite significant 
in both metals. It should be remembered that this discontinuity is arti­
f icial due to the assumption of an infinite lattice; and that for a lattice 
of f inite dimension there is a smooth transition from free to frozen 
lattice behavior as the magnon wavevector increases from zero. 
In analyzing the data of neutron diffraction and ferromagnetic reso­
nance, i t  is important to see which way the lattice behaves in the presence 
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of the magnetic disturbance created by the neutron or photon probes. An 
important consideration is over what macroscopic distance the uniform 
magnetostriction, which minimizes the instantaneous elastic energy, can be 
realized by the crystal. Since strain is a differential quantity, the 
deformation at any interior point r depends on the deformation of the 
surface atoms and its distance from the surface. Such information is 
carried from the surface with a velocity of 10^ cm/sec in Tb (the speed 
of sound). Microwave and neutron diffraction experiments typically excite 
magnons of frequency 1o'^ cycles/sec so that only atoms within a distance 
o 
of 10 A of the surface can receive this information and can distort in 
accordance with the equilibrium strains. Thus, i f the probe which creates 
the spin disturbance penetrates deeply Into the crystal, as in the case of 
neutron diffraction, the bulk of the lattice cannot respond and remains 
frozen. Thus, one excites frozen lattice magnons in a neutron diffraction 
experiment. In ferromagnetic resonance on metals, however, the photons 
can only penetrate the surface a distance d called the radiation skin 
o depth. In Tb and Dy this is about 10 A for 10 GHz radiation so that 
macroscopic strains are easily formed in the region where the microwaves 
couple to the spin system, making free lattice behavior possible. It will 
be shown in a later section that the free lattice magnons are essential in 
the interpretation of microwave absorption experiments In which a large 
dc magnetic f ield is applied along the hard axis in the basal plane of a 
hexagonal close-packed metal. 
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The Long Wavelength Magnon Spectrum at Finite Temperature and Field 
The temperature renormalization of the spin-wave spectrum is easily 
accomplished using the "one-ion" theory of Call en and Callen (9,26) 
described above. The magnetoelastic terms are renormalized according to 
^ 2 (Igyg) 3 where the function 's a reduced hyperbolic Bessel function, 
whose argument is the inverse Langevin function of the relative magneti­
zation, This renormalization is not quite correct since the al representa­
tion should be renormalized according to a "two-ion" scheme. However, 
the 0:1 representation contributes only a small term to the factor in 
Equation (10) containing the large axial anisotropy term, -ZPgS, so that 
the result is negligibly affected by this error. The temperature re-
normalization of the planar anisotropy depends on the origin of this 
anisotropy. Recent neutron diffraction work by Mackintosh (22) showed 
that virtually all the planar anisotropy of Tb metal arises from hexa­
gonal I  y symmetric second order magnetostriction. Thus the renormalization 
should be '5/2 (*3; 9; 26)* Dy metal, however, one might expect 
that the crystal f ield is more important in producing the anisotropy since 
Dy ions have a higher orbital angular momentum than Tb ions, and hence 
are capable of stronger interaction with the crystal f ield. We assume 
that the planar anisotropy of Dy arises solely from the crystal f ield 
interaction, and use the renormalization (9,26). Then using an 
oblate spheroid geometry for the samples, we can generalize Equation (10) 
to the case of f inite field and temperature (13): 
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E(q ~ 0) = {[-ZP^S Igyg o' '  ~ cos 6 0 ']3/2 o" '  
+ g/ig (H + 4itM - D^M) cos - 6) 
+ Û+ '5/2^ c: r-36P^^S^ cos 6 0 Ij2/2 ^ ' 
+ g^g H cos (^ - e) + A_ lg/2^ cr 'l • (11) 
The equation is written for Dy metal. In the case of Tb we make the re­
placement 1^2/2 - '9/2 '5/2 Equation (11) and all related formulae. 
is a demagnetization factor, H is the net magnetization, a is the rela­
tive magnetization, and Q is the angle between FÎ and the easy axis in the 
basal plane. The angle 0 is implicit ly a function of the applied field, 
and is given as a solution to the transcendental equation (17): 
sin 6 0 g^ig H 
6 sin (^ - 0) 36P^^S^Ij2y2 cr ^ 
The H that appears here and in Equation (11) is the external f ield. The 
relevant hyperbolic Bessel functions were evaluated in closed form using 
the recursion formulae found in the NBS Table of Functionso The f inal 
expressions used were: 
'5/2(=) = I  -  ^  '  
I g M (Z) = I + ^  "(cOth Z) , 
z z z 
. (, -(COth z)(fi . ^  + if25, 
z z z z z 
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Here x(z) = a where Z is the Langevin function» 
The values of ct(FÎjT) were taken from the isothermal magnetization 
curves of Behrendt and Legvold (33) for Dy^ and of Hegland et_ aj,» (34) -
for Tb. These curves were plotted against the internal f ield so care was 
taken to convert to the external f ield, using the demagnetizing factors 
of an oblate spheroid. 
The spin wave energies are plotted against the external f ield in 
Figures 1 and 2 for Dy and Tb, respectively. The curves are drawn for 
f ields above the domain alignment f ield only* A strong dip in the free 
lattice mode, E(0), occurs when the external f ield approaches the effective 
planar anisotropy field® This effective field arises from magnetoelastic 
and crystal f ield anisotropy in the basal plane, and is represented by the 
applied f ield independent terms in the second factor under the radical 
sign in Equation (11). As the temperature increases, this effective field 
decreases until i t falls below the domain alignment f ield of the sample. 
This occurs at 110 K for Dy, and at 140 K for Tb« The frozen lattice 
mode, E(O^), is rather f lat over most of the f ield sweep in the low 
temperature ferromagnetic regimes of these metals. Also, this mode l ies 
far above the applied microwave energies, which are indicated by horizon­
tal l ines in the Figures, with the exception of a sharp drop near the 
domain alignment f ield in Tb. Thus, at low temperatures one expects 
frozen lattice excitations to cause a broad off-resonance absorption 
spanning most of the f ield range with no sharp increase at the effective 
nianar anismfrmny fiplH. On t-hfi ofhftr hand one expects strong on-
resonance coupling of the free lattice modes to the microwaves near the 
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planar anisotropy field. Rossol (17) observes strong absorption of 37 
GHz radiation at 78 K, 86 K, and 91 K near the planar anisotropy f ield in 
Dy metal. In a recent microwave study at 24 GHz, Hart and Stanford 
observe sharp absorption peaks near the planar anisotropy f ield between 
70 K and 140 K in Tb metal» These experiments suggest strongly that the 
free lattice magnons are responsible for low frequency ferromagnetic 
resonance absorption. In the next section, a detailed calculation of 
microwave absorption is made for Dy and Tb, and the relative importance 
of the free and frozen lattice magnons to this process at various fre­
quencies, temperatures, and applied fields is determined. 
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CALCULATION OF FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE ABSORPTION PEAKS 
In this section we calculate in detail the microwave absorption ex­
pected in resonance experiments in which a large dc magnetic f ield is 
applied along the hard axis in the basal plane of a hexagonal close-pack 
metalo Typically, these are the experiments of Bagguley, Rossol, Wagner, 
and Hart (16-21). 
The experimental configuration Is as shown in Figure 3» The crystal 
is cut so that the c direction is perpendicular to the metal surface. The 
photon beam is incident along this direction. The radiation is l inearly 
polarized in the plane of the metal surface, and the amplitude of the wave 
is damped out in a skin depth d. A dc magnetic f ield is applied along the 
hard crystal direction in the basal plane, in a direction perpendicular to 
the polarization of the photon beam (which is taken to be in the x 
direction for this calculation). The spin system is assumed to be aligned 
fully along the applied field in the ground state. 
Let probability/time of transition from state p to 3', where 
2jt 2 
P and p" are states of the spin system. Then = — |< g' |V|p > |  
6 (E^ - E^,+A (1) )  as is given by the "golden rule" for the absorption of 
quantum ^ m from a time-dependent electromagnetic perturbation field. We 
calculate W^^, for the photon-magnon interaction in an optical pumping 
experiment. The microwave magnetic f ield intensity inside the metal is: 
5= fH. 
and the perturbation potential is: 
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V ( t )  =  -  E  Â f f *  F T  t )  
f ^ ^ 
= - 2 [ Hq e e'"' ^ + c. c.] .  
Here is the magnetic moment on the site. We assume that other proc­
esses are more favorable to magnon decay than the photon-magnon inter­
action, so we only consider absorption processes. Therefore we omit the 
complex conjugate term and obtain: 
V = -S "o ] .  
Now 
; -
' fx gMg " 2  ( S f  +  S f )  =  ^  
Here g is gyromagnetic ratio, Mg is Bohr magneton, and a^ is a boson spin 
annihilation operator on the f— site. Substitution of spin deviation 
operators for yields: 
-Z (1 + i  )/d 
V = /2 9Mg Hq E e (a^ + a^^). 
Now Fourier transform the boson operators: 
-Z (1 + i)/d -i^'R. . fT 
V = HqES e [a^e + e ] g^^ .  
Summing f irst over the and components of î?^, then over and q^ 
we obtain: 
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I -  - Z f ( 1  +  ' ) / d  - ' A  f  ' q  ,  
V = 7-2 g/ig Hq S 2 e [a e + a e ] — . 
q ^ z 
Here is the number of unit cells in the z direction, and N = 
The suppressed notation q = q and a = a^ « is also used, 
z q u, u, q 
Now the damping distance d « the thickness of the crystal. So 
one may take the upper l imit of the sum on as œ with negligible error, 
and convert the sum to an integral: 
c being the hep lattice parameter. Then using N^c = L^, we can write: 
V = i  H. ^ ' 1 f— * ^ i— '  • (12) 
Now we make a Bogoliubov transformation from the boson operators a^ to the 
magnon operators :  
Here u and v are c-numbers and satisfy: q q 
"q "-q "q » 
^q ^-q ' 'q 
Substitution of Equation (13) into the commutation relation [a^, a^^] = 1, 
and requirement that 0!^ satisfy the boson commutation rules gives the 
relation: 
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u u - V V = 1 .  (14) q q q q 
The requirement that the Hamiltonian of Equation (10) be diagonal Ina^: 
= S E(q) OLja_ ,  
wl  th  
q q q 
E(q) = r(Aq)^ - (Bq)2]'/2 ,  
gives further relations among the c-numbers: 
"q"q" + ^q^" = ^^(q) ,  
ZUqVq = Bq/E(q) .  (15) 
Then under the transformation of Equation (13), Equation (12) becomes: 
V = iH^(SN/2)'/2gw /L; S f (u " - v_ )(-q + 1/d -i/d)"'a ^ 
q T T M 
+  ( u  -  V  ) ( q + l / d - i / d ) ' a .  ] .  
q -q q 
Using the Equations (14) and (15), the square of the matrix element for 
the absorption of one photon, and the creation of one magnon of wavenumber 
q Is: 2 2 
2 2 QN 9 Mp (n + 1 ) 
!<"„ +'|v|"„>l = |Hol TTl ,,| .>2 . I  
••z '<3""' v ' 
Here n^ = [( ' I) - l] and E(q) = (E^, - E^) is the magnon energy with 
ki  
wavevector q. We assume that n^ % ^ » 1 In all regions of tempera­
ture and wavevector of Interest. Then the transition probability W^(q) is 
4] 
given by: 
NS« .2 kT sTta-EÇq)] _ (,&) 
° % + BQ) (Î -q)'4" 
Neutron diffraction studies show that the magnon spectrum is broadened 
somewhat at q = 0, so we wil l assume a Lorentzian broadening of the energy 
at fixed wavevector. To account for this in Equation (16) we make the 
replacement: 
7/-n 
6 r fiw - E (q )] Ô 5— .  
[Am - E(q)] + 7^ A 
Here 7^ is the width of the magnon spectrum. Since H is parallel to the 
metal surface, i t is continuous across i to Thus Hq is the amplitude of 
2 
the incident radiation, and |H q| is related to the element of area under 
the intensity distribution of the photons in the following way: 
Sgv = '(w) d w = -gT = sT l"ol^ • 
Here is the time-averaged Poynting vector at the metal surface, and 
Cq is the speed of l ight. Thus: 
IHqI^ = ^ I ((o)d(i) 
Now assume a Lorentzian shape for the photon spectrum: 
I  (tu) = [ (uru)|,^)^ + '  • 
Here is the width of the spectrum and is the center frequency of 
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the incident radiation. Making the above replacements and substitutions 
in Equation (16) and integrating over all photon frequencies we obtain: 
«(q) - t -q)' + 121-' 
"V'O + =q) 
f t w r f  -  E ( q ) / # » ] ^  +  ( 7 p h  +  7 ^ ) ^ / 4 } " '  .  
The photon beam is usually generated in a klystron tube and has a 
narrow linewidth. So we assume y » y ,<> Then the transition rate from 
m pn 
state with n^ magnons to n^ + 1 magnons becomes: 
2 
w(q) = L ° (A +B ) ("T ^^rf " '  ["^+(" - q)^] '  .  
z q q d d 
8NS g^ ny ^  
Here Nq = g and is independent of L by virtue of N in 
V z "  ^  
the numerator. 
The transition rate to the q = 0 state is then: 
NnkTd^ y 1 2 1 
W(0) = —2 f-E + r% - E(0)/A] 2] '  . (17) 
( A o + B J L ^  4  r f  
The total transition rate to the states q f 0 is given by: 
L ,  Y '  . .  N „ K T  
W I dqW(q; = ^ I ,  (lOj 
'  2« Q+ 2jt 
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where 
'd " J 
yc dq 
0* + »q) 
f -^ + - E(q)/Ji3^} ^ - q)^l ' • 
2 
Equation (18) represents the total absorption by frozen lattice magnons; 
whereas. Equation (17) is only proportional to the absorption by free 
lattice magnons* To obtain the total contribution one must multiply 
Equation (17) by the number of free lattice states. Using the formula 
for the skin depth of periodic crystal distortion derived by Evenson and 
Liu (5)j one can estimate the number of such states. Taking the radiation 
skin depth of the metal to be 10^ 8, clamping is found to be ineffective 
• * O " 1 
within this skin depth for magnons of wavenumber less than 10 A « 
This corresponds to about 10^ magnon states along the hexagonal axis of 
the Bril l ioun zone of Tb or Dy metal (using sample dimensions typical of 
published FMR work). The total absorption by free lattice magnons is 
then W^.. = 10^ W(0). The integral I^ was computed numerically, and 
+ 2 
E(q) = E(0 ) + Cq was assumed in the integration. The microwave 
absorption versus external f ield is plotted for a variety of temperatures 
in Figures 4 through 8 for Dy and Tb. These absorption curves were 
normalized by taking the maximum absorption at each temperature equal to 
unity. The curves are drawn only for f ield values above the domain align­
ment f ield (i.e., that f ield necessary to align all the magnetic moments 
ferromagnetical1y). Such a domain alignment f ield is finite even below 
the Piirîp temperature Ç • PC? f®rrOfT12"r!?t? C3l I  " alinncH rfomai nc tenH fn 
align in a random fashion along the three easy axes in the basal plane. 
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The absorption of 10 GHz microwaves is shown in Figure 4 for Dy 
metal « The absorption profile below the Curie point (85 K) is character­
ized by a sharp rise, followed by a long asymmetric tail which persists to 
very high field values. Virtually all the absorption in the peak region 
than 0o2 near the peak at the three temperatures shown» Absorption pro­
fi les above the Curie temperature have the same characteristics as the 
90 K curve shown in the Figure, In this curve the strongest microwave 
absorption occurs at the "crit ical field", that f ield at which the anti-
ferromagnetically aligned domains f l ip into a fan or ferromagnetic con­
figuration. Thus, in the high temperature region, the spin wave 
absorption is masked by strong domain alignment effects. The long tail 
in the observed absorption (20) is due to off-resonance absorption by 
both free and frozen lattice states, the frozen lattice states con­
tributing most strongly. At 150 K, for example, the ratio Wj/Wl^ is 
4.5 over the whole f ield sweep. One should note a tendency for the l ine-
width of the absorption to narrow with increasing temperature below the 
Curie point. This tendency was observed by Bagguley (16), and later by 
Rossol (17)* 
The absorption of 20 GHz microwaves is shown in Figure 5 for Tb 
metal. The general characteristics of the absorption are the same as for 
Dy. At low temperatures there is a rather sharp high field peak. The 
position of this peak shifts to lower f ields as temperature Increases, 
imtil :  f falls helnw th#» Hnmaln Alignment f ield at 140 K. The maximum 
in the absorption is again masked at high temperatures by domain alignment 
Is due to free lattice magnon processes. Is less 
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effects, but the long tail should sti l l  be observable, and is due primarily 
to off-resonance absorption by the frozen lattice states. The absorption 
below 120 K is due mainly to free lattice magnon processes, being ^ 
less than 0»2 in the peak region» This ratio increases to about 1,0 at 
140 K, and frozen lattice magnon processes dominate the absorption above 
160 K« The characteristics of the absorption profiles shown in Figures 
4 and 5 (i.e., general shape and peak positions) are observed experi­
mentally (16,20,21). 
The absorption of 40 GHz radiation below the Curie temperature is 
shown versus f ield in Figure 6. A barely resolvable double peak occurs 
below 85 K. Experimentally the double peak is not observed (17), a fact 
which is not surprising because the peaks are so close, overlapping almost 
entirely. A strong single peak is observed, however, and occurs near the 
center of the calculated double peak (17)* The ratio W^/W'^ is about 0.2 
in the peak region, so that on-resonance absorption by free lattice states 
is the important absorption mechanism in the production of the peak. 
The absorption of 100 GHz radiation in ferromagnetic Tb is shown in 
Figure 7» Below 200 K, the primary absorption occurs at the domain align­
ment f ield due to the sharp low f ield dip in the frozen lattice magnon gap 
(see Figure 2) which makes the off-resonance absorption by frozen lattice 
states quite strong. At higher f ields in the low temperature region, 
weak structure appears due to on-resonance absorption by free lattice 
magnons. This structure, however, is not resolvable experimentally (17) 
probably because of the especially low sensitivity of high frequency micro­
wave experiments. This weak absorption structure is also masked by the 
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very strong absorption near domain alignment* Above 200 K, on-resonance 
absorption by the frozen lattice states becomes possible. The field at 
which this resonance occurs increases with increasing temperature, 
shifting the peak to higher fields* 
The absorption of 100 GHz radiation for Dy metal is shown in Figure 
8u A strong double peak appears below 80 K, and is due almost entirely to 
on-resonance absorption by free lattice states. Above 85 K, the low field 
peak is lost below the domain alignment field; and at 110 K the high 
field peak is lost* The curve shown at 110 K is representative of curves 
at higher temperatures. In this curve maximum absorption occurs at the 
critical field, and is followed by a long absorption tail* Off-resonance 
frozen lattice processes are responsible for most of this absorption. 
The profiles shown In Figure 8 have been observed In Dy for temperatures 
above the Curie temperature (35)» According to our calculation, the 
double peak should be clearly observable at 70 K, although no accurate 
study of ferromagnetic Dy has been made to date. Future observation of 
this double peak would substantiate further the evidence that free 
lattice magnons play an important role in low temperature microwave 
absorption. 
The resonance field is defined as that field at which maximum ab­
sorption occurs. The resonance field versus temperature for Dy metal is 
shown in Figure 9 for microwave frequencies of 40 GHz and 100 GHz along 
with experimental points (17,35). The theoretical curves are obtained 
by taking the field values at which the calculated microwave absorption 
is a maximum. The average position is taken In the case of barely 
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resolvable double peaks. At 40 GHz, the resonance field increases 
dramatically as temperature is reduced in the ferromagnetic regime. This 
is due to the on-resonance absorption by free lattice magnons, which 
occurs most strongly near the planar anisotropy field where E(0) dips to 
zero (see Figure 1). The planar anisotropy field increases with decreas­
ing temperature, producing the sharp rise in the resonance field. The 
data of Rossol verify this predicted rise quite conclusively. Above the 
Curie temperature, the 100 GHz absorption peaks occur at the critical 
field so that the data of Wagner follows the critical field curve quite 
well, except for a small deviation toward higher fields above 140 K. 
Below the Curie temperature of Dy free lattice magnon absorption is 
the dominant process at both 40 GHz and 100 GHz. Above the Curie tempera­
ture, frozen lattice absorption is the dominant process at both 40 GHz 
and 100 GHz. Thus, one expects the temperature dependence of the resonance 
field to be similar at both 40 GHz and 100 GHz over the complete ordered 
regime of Dy. In ferromagnetic Tb, below 140 K, frozen lattice magnon 
processes dominate 100 GHz absorption producing a peak at the domain 
alignment field; whereas, free lattice magnon processes dominate 20 GHz 
absorption producing a peak at the effective planar anisotropy field. 
Therefore, the theory predicts a striking difference in the behavior of 
the resonance field curves at the two frequencies. The resonance field 
versus temperature for Tb metal at 20 GHz and at 100 GHz is shown in 
Figure 10 along with the experimental points (21,19). There is a dramatic 
increase of 8k0e in the 20 GHz curve between 140 K and 100 K. Over the 
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same temperature interval, the 100 GHz curve changes less than IkOe. 
The experimental points fall almost exactly on the theoretical curves, 
providing an extremely strong confirmation of the theory. 
One notes that good experimental agreement is attained in both metals 
using the statically measured planar anisotropy constants with a tempera-
ture renormal ization of ' 1^/2 Dy and '5/2 Tb. A neutron 
diffraction study of Tb (5) has verified that the planar anisotropy of 
that metal is of magnetoelastic origin, so that the temperature renormali-
zation Igyg 15/2 ' s well justified. The renormal ization Dv 
assumes that the planar anisotropy arises from crystal field symmetry in 
this metal. Such an assumption seems to be well justified by the excellent 
agreement of the theory with microwave absorption data. A neutron 
diffraction study of Dy, similar to that done for Tb, seems appropriate 
at this time to see if there is indeed a difference in the origin of the 
planar anisotropy in these metals. The microwave experiments point very 
strongly to this conclusion. 
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THE MAGNON-PHONON INTERACTION 
In the preceding chapter we computed the effects of uniform magneto­
striction on the spin wave energieso In this chapter, we calculate the 
effect of arbitrary vibrations of the crystal ions about the uniformly 
strained configuration produced by the spin ordero In general, the vibra­
tions produce non-uniform strains which couple locally to the spin system 
through the local magnetoelastic interaction of Evenson and Liu [see 
Equation (6)], Normal modes of lattice and spin vibrations couple strongly 
when vibrational frequencies are nearly equal, producing mixed spin-lattice 
modes (36)» 
Figure îî shows the experimental magnon and phonon dispersion curves 
along the c-axis of pure Tb metal at 79 K in the reduced zone scheme (3 7)» 
The dashed lines indicate the dispersion curves expected without spin-
lattice coupling. The solid lines are drawn through the experimental 
points. In the region where the transverse optical phonon branch (TO) 
crosses the acoustical magnon branch (MA), a large splitting, labelled 
is observed. In the region where the transverse acoustical phonon branch 
(TA) "kisses" the acoustical magnon branch (MA), a smaller splitting, Ap 
is observed. The magnetoelastic coupling removes the degeneracy of the 
spin and lattice modes, and the size of the branch splitting is a measure 
of the coupling strength. The states in the region of strong spin-lattice 
coupling are magnon-phonon quasi-particle states. It is the purpose of 
this chapter to calculate the splittings expected on the basis of 
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First we compute the e-representation terms of the mc-cnetoelastic 
interaction. The local strain functions for this representation are: 
Y Z f «x + «Z (Ff* - rf+6*H. 
5 
4f = 2 f [ 8y (•"/ - - '•fw"'! • (19) 
0 
th 
Here f = (ifS) labels the position of the f— atom in the crystal, and 6 
labels the positions of its twelve nearest neighbors. 
From lattice vibration theory, the second quantized form of the 
components of displacement from the unstrained equilibrium positions is 
gi ven by: 
•"Is "i!" (p.?; + Pq, ) -
Here i = ()yy,z), and s = (0,c/2) labels the two atoms of the unit cell; o 
labels the mode of vibration, and t labels the unit cell. The quantity 
1/2 R -» = (fi/Nm m -*) , where N is the number of unit cells, m is the mass of 
pA pq 
an ion, and (o _ is the frequency of a normal mode of crystal vibration. 
The quantities v^^ are the components of the polarization vector of the 
lattice wave, and p and 3^ are the annihilation and creation operators for 
the phonons. The components of the polarization vector must satisfy the 
following orthonormality condition: 
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In order to compare the results of the calculation with measurements on Tb, 
we assume the lattice modes to be propagating along the c-axis of a hep 
crystal, and to be transverse polarized along the a-axis in the basal plane. 
The Cartesian coordinates appearing in Equations (19) are defined with x 
along a and z along Ce For such lattice waves, the solution to Equation 
(21) for the polarization vectors is: 
^xO ' 72 ® = ''2) ' 
^ys ~ ^zs ~ ° • (s = 0, c/2; p = 1,2) (22) 
Then, using Equations (22) in Equation (20), we find the local strains of 
Equations (19) to be: 
"•u '  ^  ^ V 
^f^ = ° • (23) 
where 
^fî " ~ ' if f = (t,0); and = 1 if f = (t,c/2). 
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The summation on q is taken along the c-axis of the Brillioun zone in the 
single zone scheme. The hep structure is considered to be made of two 
identical interpenetrating hexagonal sublattices. TWo kinds of spin 
deviation operators, a^ and b^ are introduced corresponding to each of the 
two sublattices (38). Then the spin functions of the e-representation 
are transformed to spin deviation operators as follows: 
+ a^) f = i t , 0 )  
= - (b^t + b^) f = i t , c / 2 )  ,  (24) 
Using Equations (23) and (24) in the local magnetoelastic Hamiltonian of 
Equation (6) and summing over lattice sites we obtain: 
C = - 'pq t + Pqp) + ».q + \ 
(bqt + b.q)] . (25) 
where \ = 1 if p = 1 ; and \ = -1 If p = 2. 
P P 
Here a and b are the Fourier transforms of the spin deviation operators q q 
a^ and b^. 
The terms in the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian that transform according 
to the 7 and a representations are calculated in an exactly similar way. 
y 
A surprising result Is that H0. The local strains are zero In this 
case, due to the choice q = qc and the hep symmetry of the crystal. The 
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spin functions of the o: representation all involve bilinear combinations 
of the magnon operators, so contains only processes that do not con­
serve particle number, and which contribute only to broadening effects. 
A time dependent perturbation calculation was done to determine the 
amount of broadening caused by third order processes in the magnetoelastic 
Hamiltonian. In the mixed-mode region, the Tb spectrum was found to be 
broadened by 0.04 meV by the magnetoelastic interaction. This is quite 
small compared to the broadening caused by magnon-magnon processes in this 
part of the Brillioun zone. 
Let H denote the total second-quantized Hamiltonian relevant to 
m-p 
mode-mixing: 
"m-p ~ 2 ^^q ^q * ^q ^q^ * 2 ®qj ^^q ®-q ^q®-q ''q ^-q 
BQB_Q) + ^")qp ^qp ^qp \p ^-qp ^qp^ 
^ (=q^ + a_q) + Xp , (^6) 
where 
6  .  -  '  s i n S f  R  qp 2/2 c 2 pq 
The quantity is the unperturbed phonon energy, and A . and B . are 
pq wJ U 
the coefficients that appear in Equation (10) with a subscript j = 1,2 
added to denote acoustical or optical magnon branches respectively. (The 
Gsrîîcr dîsc'jssîcr; v'es îp Hnuhle zone scheme using a Bravais lattice.) 
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The factor 1/2 în Equation (26) is inserted to prevent double counting. 
The boson operators a^ and b^ are a mixture of acoustical and optical 
magnon annihilation operators. We define operators c^ and d^ by the 
following transformation: 
"q ' ^ " "q' • 
Expressing in terms of these new boson operators we obtain: 
^m-p ~ 2 f ^"^q ^ 2 ®qj ^""q "^-q * ^ q^-q * *^q 
^  V - q ' " % q  N p '  *  
Here 6 , and fi . are Kronecker deltas. Finally, we make a Bogoliubov pi pi 
transformation of the operators and d^ to magnon creation and annihila­
tion operators: 
'^q " "iq" Iq " "iq °I,-q '  
••q = "2q°2q - "2q«2,-q'' • 
Here and O^q 3'*® the annihilation operators for acoustical and optical 
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magnons respectively. The coefficients of the transformation satisfy 
relations analogous to Equations (15)' Substitution of Equations (29) 
Into Equation (28) yields: 
E.(q) 
' j:q ^ B,.) ' ^-P 
By virtue of the Kronecker delta 6. that appears in Equation (30), 
Jp 
the magnetoelastic interaction of Evenson and Liu, Equation (6), fails to 
account for the coupling of acoustical and optical modes. This interaction 
was originally devised in order to describe static effects, and so couples 
only local displacements to the spin system. In the excited states of the 
lattice, however, dynamic quantities, such as lattice angular momentum, 
may couple to the spins. In the Appendix, It Is shown that a kind of 
"L-S coupling" does in fact couple the acoustical magnons to the optical 
phonons, giving rise to a splitting. This mechanism, however, does 
not lead to any coupling of acoustical modes, so let us use the mode-
mixing Hamiltonian H to calculate the splitting between the TA and MA 
=> m-p 
branches shown in Figure 11. 
For the mixing of these specific modes reduces to: 
m-p 
"m-p = = E(q) «qf Oq + Z 9,/ P, 
+ S A- + Bq) . (31) 
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-1/2 
] and the mode labels p and j are suppressed. 
q q 
We diagonalize this Hamiltonien by defining a new annihilation operator: 
'•q = ' l + '2 + '3 P-q + \  ^q^ ' 
The imposition of the condition ^m-p^ ~ C^7q gives four homogeneous 
equations in the coefficients t^, t2, t^, t^. The quantity is the 
energy of the mixed phonon-magnon mode. The solution of the Heisenberg 
equation of motion is non-trivial if the following condition on the secular 
determinant is met; 
[E(q) - Qq] 
[E(q) + Qq] 
Al 
(^Oq - Oq) 
0 (flmq + Oq) 
= 0 
(32) 
In writing Equation (32) we use Alq = Aq • The determinant may be simpli­
fied easily, and reduces to the following equation for the eigenvalues of 
the mixed-mode state: 
- Qq^ f[E(q)]^ + (Mq)^] + [E(q)]^ - 4Amq|A^|^ E(q) = 0 . (33) 
One observes «trnng mixing when EfQ.) = Q. being the wavenumber at which 
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the branches "kiss." In this case Equation (33) has the soluti 
n q = E(a) + |A^ I . 
Then the energy splitting Q, is: 
Taking E(Q,) to be 2,0 meV and Q. = 0.25 8 ' we find: 
^2 = 0.86 meV. 
This compares well with the splitting shown in Figure 11. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The development of the formalism of Evenson and Liu to treat the 
magnetoelastic perturbation of the dynamic properties of a crystal has 
been a major aspect of this work. Previous ad hoc models appear in cer­
tain limits of the theory, giving a coherence to the theoretical picture 
of magnetoelastic coupling. In general, the local coupling theory has 
been successful in accounting for a large number of experiments performed 
on Tb and Dy metals. 
The Hamiltonian of Evenson and Liu was used as a starting point, as 
it is a simple and physically plausible model for this interaction» It 
assumes that the atomic spins couple locally to the strain field. It is 
found that uniform magnetostriction causes a smooth transition from "free 
lattice" to "frozen lattice" perturbation of the magnon spectrum depending 
on the wavevector of the state. Manifestation of the free lattice per­
turbation is also limited by the finite response time of the lattice. It 
is found that neutron diffraction can only excite frozen lattice magnons, 
because the lattice is unable to respond to spin excitations spread 
specially throughout the crystal. In ferromagnetic resonance studies of a 
metal, however, spins couple to the microwave fields within the radiation 
skin depth; and this skin depth is of the same magnitude as the lattice 
response distance for a typical spin vibration frequency. Therefore, in 
these microwave experiments, the free lattice response is possible. 
The microwave absorption versus magnetic field applied along the hard 
planar axis of Tb and uy is calculated. !L Is fouPid that free lattice 
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magnons are primarily responsible for low frequency absorption in Tb 
below 140 K, and for both low and high frequency absorption in Dy below 
the Curie temperature of that metal. It is shown that the transition 
from free to frozen lattice behavior of the magnon spectrum is essential 
to the explanation of existing data on the temperature dependence of 
absorption peak positions in Tb. 
The formalism of Evenson and Liu is also used to calculate the dy­
namic interaction between spin and lattice waves. The use of local strain 
functions was particularly suited to this problem since lattice waves 
create non-uniform local strains which are superposed on a background of 
uniform magnetostriction induced by the spin order. Mixed-mode energy 
splittings are calculated in regions of the Brillioun zone where phonon 
and magnon dispersion curves cross. The theory fails to account for the 
large splitting which occurs at the crossing point of the acoustical 
magnon and transverse optical phonon branches in Tb metal, but predicts 
well a smaller splitting which occurs where the acoustical magnon and 
transverse acoustical branches touch. An alternate mechanism which may 
account for the former splitting is given in the Appendix. 
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APPENDIX; A MECHANISM FOR THE COUPLING OF 
MA AND TO MODES IN Tb 
In this Appendix a mechanism is proposed which couples acoustical 
magnons to optical phonons along the c-axis of a hep crystal near the 
edge of the Brillioun zone. Such coupling results in a splitting of the 
dispersion relations of these modes as observed in Tb metal, and cannot be 
explained using a formulation of magnetoelasticity which couples the spin 
system to local strain fields. 
In order to see how the lattice couples to the spin system, one must 
look in detail at the way the ions vibrate when a TO mode is excited along 
the c-axis near the Brillioun zone edge. One sublattice of atoms, say 
f = (t,0), remains nearly stationary; whereas, the other sublattice, 
f = (tjc/2), vibrates with nearest neighbor planes on the sublattice being 
nearly 180° out of phase. Thus, a kind of angular motion about the 
stationary sites is generated by the nearest neighbor ions. This net 
angular motion produces a magnetic field which Interacts with the spins on 
the stationary sites. The field will be proportional to the instantaneous 
current created by the nearest neighbor ions moving in opposition, and will 
be directed perpendicular to the plane of this motion. Note that no such 
net field is created in a TA mode since the nearest neighbor planes are 
then moving in phase and no net angular moment is produced about any spin 
si te. 
The interaction created in the optical mode of vibration may be formu­
lated as fellows: 
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V " u  • 4 • C" ' 
Tj 5 
Here, and in all following equations, the sum on f is restricted to the 
sublattice (t,0). The quantity is the effective magnetic field 
generated at site f by the motion of nearest neighbors labelled by 5, and 
is the spin on the f— site. It is easily seen that the field 
being proportional to the current of the moving ions, is proportional to 
the vector angular velocity of the nearest neighbors about the site. 
Therefore, Equation (A1) may be written: 
V = i • S, . (A2) 
' 6 
Here is the position vector of the f— site, v^ is the velocity of the 
f— site, and zte'^. 
A = ^ 
^CqC^ 
We have assumed the charge on ion = 3e , and c^ is the velocity of light. 
We apply Equation (A2) to Tb metal, assuming that the net magnetization is 
confined to the basal plane along the easy a-axis. We take the polariza­
tion of the TO phonons to be in an arbitrary planar direction, specified 
by angle Q to the a-axis. Then, assuming v^ % 0, the part of Equation (A2) 
which leads to magnon-phonon mixing is given by; 
V p '  V s  
Here (+) is used when summing on atoms in the (jower^ nearest neighbor 
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planes of the f— atom. The quantity c is a lattice constant* The 
quantity is the component of the spin perpendicular to the a-axis, 
and may be expressed as a linear combination of Fourier transformed spin 
deviation operators of the sublattice f = (^,0); 
f ^  -k ' • 
Then noting that the Fourier components of the displacement r^^^ depend 
on time according to the factor e^'*^q\ we use Equation (20) to transform 
^f+6 ~ ^ (r^_^g) to phonon operators. Then after summation over f and 
6, Equation (A3) becomes: 
Vp = 4^ cos « Z Wq Rq sin Sf 0.,^ + • (A4) 
Here the optical phonon index^ p = 2, is suppressed. The spin operators 
of Equation (A4) may be transformed to a linear combination of acoustical 
and optical magnon operators by using Equations (27) and (29). Then the 
part of Equation (A4) which couples TO phonons to MA magnons becomes: 
"TO-MA = Z \ 
Here, the acoustical magnon index, j = 1, is suppressed. The strength of 
the interaction, Aqj in the region of strong coupling is written ex-
plici tly as : 
1 /2 
lA'- : - . nr . . ,. 
^ I ^^ J sin ^ jcos «I , (f\o) 
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where Q. îs the wavenutnber at which the acoustical and optical branches 
cross. The unperturbed TO phonons are degenerate with respect to polariza­
tion direction, so we consider % as uniformly distributed between zero and 
fl/2 with probability density P(@) = (^) Then the splittings Aq^ are 
distributed with density P(|cos @|) = 2/n sin €. This is reflected in 
the energy absorption profiles of a neutron diffraction experiment which 
should show sharp peaks in the neutron scattering by quasl-particles in 
the region of maximum splitting (i.e., for S = 0). The peak should be 
asymmetric, dropping sharply to zero for energies greater than that given 
by maximum splitting, and more gradually to a small minimum at the un­
perturbed energy of the phonon and magnon excitations. 
One may account for the natural linewidth of the quasiparticle states 
by allowing the delta function distribution of each value jcos to 
broaden into a Lorentzian distribution. Letting x = |cos G), the probabil­
ity density for the unbroadened spectrum is P(x) = J dr 6(x-r) P(r). In 
2 2 « ] 
this expression we make the replacement 6(x-r) -» (//%)[ (x-x') + 7 /4] , 
where 7 Is the linewidth of the spectrum. The distribution which allows 
for broadening then may be written as: 
P(x) = J* dr (1-r^) (r^ - 2xr + x^ + 7^/4) ' . (A7) 
0 
The integral in Equation (A7) has been computed numerically and shows a 
strong, asymmetric pegk in the region of maximum splitting (9 = 0) (39). 
If the model proposed here has any validity, this lineshape should be a 
characteristic of the neutron energy absorption profiles. 
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Although the interaction. Equation (Al ), explains in some qualitative 
ways the acoustical and optical mode coupling, the value of the splitting 
computed from Equation (A6) is much too small to account for the observed 
splitting in Tb. This is probably due to our simplified quasi-classical 
formulation which couples the local spins to an effective field produced 
by the lattice vibrations. A much stronger interaction might be produced 
If the conduction electrons mediate the interaction between the lattice 
and the local spins. In analogy to the strong indirect exchange interaction 
which couples the local spins together in Tb. Mediation by Itinerant 5d 
electrons is plausible, since their large orbital moments can couple 
effectively with the field produced by the vibrating lattice. 
